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A free energy-driven string model
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bstract

Although the mechanisms of eukaryotic chromosome segregation and cell division have been elucidated to a certain extent, those for bacteria
emain largely unknown. Here we present a computational string model for simulating the dynamics of Escherichia coli chromosome segregation.

novel thermal-average force field accounting for stretching, bending, volume exclusion, friction and random fluctuation is introduced. A
angevin equation is used to simulate the chromosome structural changes. The mechanism of chromosome segregation is thereby postulated as a

esult of free energy-driven structural optimization with replication introduced chromosomal mass increase. Predictions of the model agree well
ith observations of fluorescence labeled chromosome loci movement in living cells. The results demonstrate the possibility of a mechanism

f chromosome segregation that does not involve cytoskeletal guidance or advanced apparatus in an E. coli cell. The model also shows that
NA condensation of locally compacted domains is a requirement for successful chromosome segregation. Simulations also imply that the

hape-determining protein MreB may play a role in the segregation via modification of the membrane pressure.
ublished by Elsevier Ltd
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. Introduction

Bacteria are simple organisms which maintain precise repli-
ation, segregation and division. Although much has been
nderstood for eukaryotic cells, how replication, segregation and
ivision are coordinated in prokaryotic cells remains elusive.
n eukaryotic cells, chromosomes are wrapped into nucleo-
omes around highly positively charged histone proteins, further
ompacted by condensing and tied by cohesions. After replica-
ion, chromosomes are separated by a dedicated cytoskeletal
pparatus (Kline-Smith and Walczak, 2004). Highly conserved,
istones and cytoskeletal apparatus appeared later in evolu-
ion and are not present in bacteria. Instead, bacteria appear
o deploy simpler mechanisms to orchestrate precise replica-
ion, segregation and division. For example, in Escherichia coli,
lacement of the division plane is determined in combination

f the MinCDE and the nucleoid occlusion systems (Norris et
l., 2004; Margolin, 2006). The MinCDE system coordinates
n active oscillation of Min proteins that determines the loca-
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ion of E. coli division. Many mathematical models have been
roposed to explain experimental observations (Howard et al.,
001; Meinhardt and de Boer, 2001; Kruse, 2002; Huang et al.,
003; Drew et al., 2005; Kerr et al., 2006; Pavin et al., 2006).
o better understand the dynamics of chromosome replication,
egregation and division, mathematical models and quantitative
nalysis of the mechanism is of help.

There are several hypotheses on how chromosomes segre-
ate in bacteria. In 1963 Jacob et al. proposed a model in which
acterial chromosomes are attached to the membrane and they
re separated as a result of the elongation of the membrane. As
ew membrane material is continuously inserted between the
wo attachments, the chromosomes are dragged apart (Jacob and
renner, 1963; van Helvoort and Woldringh, 1994). Later find-

ngs on the speed of chromosome movement and cell elongation
ave shown that this model cannot fully explain experimen-
al observations (Teleman et al., 1998; Daniel and Errington,
003). In Bacillus subtilis, the average movement of chromo-
ome is 0.17 �m min−1, while the speed of cell elongation

s 0.011–0.025 �m min−1 (Webb et al., 1998). Chromosomes
ove much faster than the cell elongation rate. In 2001, Lemon

nd Grossman proposed an extrusion capture model. A station-
ry replisome stays at the middle of the cell and it constantly pulls

mailto:ortoleva@indiana.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compbiolchem.2007.05.003
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he mother chromosome while pushes the new daughter chro-
osomes away from the center (Lemon and Grossman, 2001).
owever, in Caulobacter crescentus, the replisome was found

o be moving during replication (Jensen et al., 2001). In 2002,
workin and Losick proposed that chromosomes are repelled
y RNA polymerase extending between two duplicated replica-
ion origins (ori) (Dworkin and Losick, 2002). However, RNA
olymerase is not stationary or partially immobilized but resides
verywhere around the nucleoid (Lewis et al., 2000). Woldringh
resented a coupled transcription–translation–insertion (transer-
ion) model in which daughter chromosomes compete for

embrane attachment space which leads to bidirectional segre-
ation (Woldringh, 2002). However, the model requires daughter
hromosomes tethered via a different set of proteins for different
pace (Rocha et al., 2003) and the mechanism is too complicated
o be stable enough to achieve the rapid and precise separation
f DNA segments (Ronen and Sigal, 2006).

Jun and Mulder presented an entropy-driven spontaneous
egregation model and they applied the model to E. coli and
. crescentus (Jun and Mulder, 2006). They considered DNA

o be polymer chains and used entropy maximization to guide
ach bead to less crowded positions. This model successfully
escribes the replication-segregation process of a cell cycle.
owever, they introduced an inner tube (a rod shaped enve-

ope) to restrain the mother chromosome’s movement and only
llowed daughter chromosomes to occupy both the inner tube
nd outer tube space. When replication starts, daughter chro-
osomes occupy the empty space outside the inner tube and

re pushed toward the poles. Since the mother and daughter
hromosomes consist of the same DNA material, the spatial pref-
rence should be implied by the mathematical physico-chemical
odel, not imposed during simulations arbitrarily. Furthermore,
hether such a differential space restriction for the mother and
aughter chromosomes exists awaits additional experimental
vidence.

In this study we present a free energy-driven string model
hat neither introduces differential spatial preference nor with
dvanced mitotic cytoskeletal guidance. Chromosomes are orga-
ized into a string of distinct topological domains (Staczek and
iggins, 1998; Postow et al., 2004) (Fig. 1). The migration of

ndividual domains is predicted mathematically with our model

nd their locations can be compared to experimental obser-
ations of loci movement. Here we present the mathematical
evelopment of the proposed free energy-driven string model
nd simulation results.

ig. 1. Bacterial DNA organized into locally compacted–connected domains.
circular chromosome in Escherichia coli is thus represented as a string of

nterlinked domains.
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ig. 2. The E. coli geometry is approximated by a cylinder of length H and two
emispheres of radius R at either end. The origin of the coordinate system (x, y,
) is placed at the center of the bacterium.

. Methods

.1. A free energy-driven string model

To analyze the dynamics of spatial organization of chro-
osomes during replication and segregation, we developed a

omputational model to simulate the dynamics of chromosome
tructures over the cell cycle. The dynamics is driven by gra-
ients of the free energy. This theme has been used to develop
heories of nanoparticles, viruses and macromolecules (Miao
nd Ortoleva, 2006a,b).

The E. coli geometry is approximated by a cylinder of length
and two hemispheres of radius R at either end (Fig. 2). Chro-
osome movement in E. coli is restricted in this boundary.
We construct the free energy of the chromosomal system

s follows. Two neighboring domains are assigned a stretching
nergy

s(d) = ks(d − d0)2 (stretching), (1)

here ks is the stretching rigidity, while d and d0 are the
ctual/equilibrium distances of the two linked domains. The
tretching force on domain i is computed via

� s
i = −2ks[(di−1 − d0)�ui−1 − (di − d0)�ui] (stretching), (2)

here di is the distance between domains i and i + 1, and �ui is
he unit vector pointing from i to i + 1.

Each domain possesses a harmonic bending potential due to
ts interaction with left and right neighbors

b(θ) = kb(θ − θ0)2 (bending), (3)

here kb is the bending rigidity, while θ and θ0 are the
ctual/equilibrium angles between two links. The corresponding
ending force on domain i is given by

� b
i = −2kb( �Ai − �Bi + �Bi−1 − �Ai+1) (bending) (4)

ith

�
i = (θi − θ0)

�ui + �ui−1 cos θi

di−1 sin θi

,

�
i = (θi − θ0)

�ui−1 + �ui cos θi

di sin θi

. (5)
Since distances between domains are much larger than the van
er Waals interaction range or the electrostatic Debye length of
he intracellular medium, we approximate these interactions by a
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hort-range excluded volume interaction potential as proposed to
redict chromosome structures (Munkel and Langowski, 1998):

e(r) = ke

(
1 + r4 − 2r2

c r
2

r4
c

)
(excluded volume), (6)

here ke is the excluded volume coefficient, while r and rc are the
ctual and cut-off distances between two domains. All domains
ith a distance r to domain i contribute a force on domain i:

� e
i =

∑
j �=i

4ke
(r2

ji − r2
c )�rji

r4
c

(excluded volume), (7)

here rji is the distance between j and i (rji ≤ rc).
To keep bacterial DNA inside the cell and simulate the effect

f membrane pressure, a boundary force is introduced:

� m
i = km

�nmi

r2
mi

(membrane pressure), (8)

here km is the membrane pressure coefficient, rmi the nearest
istance from the membrane to domain i, and �nmi is the unit
ector pointing from the nearest membrane point to domain i.

To account for energy exchange between a given domain and
he solution or the other domains, a friction force is introduced:

� f
i = −kf�vi (friction force), (9)

here kf is the friction coefficient and �vi is the velocity of domain
.

A small random force is introduced to account for fluctuations
n the system and to avoid being locked in states of local energy

inima. The random force ( �F r
i ) is generated in all directions at

very time step via

� r
i = kr�ε (fluctuation force), (10)

here �ε is a vector, each of whose three components is chosen
ndependently and at random subject to the interval (−1,1).

Assuming inertial forces are small compared to frictional
orces, the position and velocity of each domain is calculated
ver time t via numerical simulation of Langevin equations:

d�r

dt
= �vi, (11)

f�vi = �Fi, (12)

here �Fi is the sum of all forces (except friction) on i.
With the above Langevin dynamics, along with the elonga-

ion of cell (i.e. H increases over time) and events of replication,
e simulated the cycle of E. coli elongation and chromosome

eplication and segregation. For domains undergoing replica-
ion, they are unwound by replisomes before replication and

hen refolded after replication is over. Thus bending force of
eplicating domains is missing temporally and the stretching
orce is weakened in the unwounding state. After replication of
ach domain, daughter domains are assigned to the same posi-
ion as of their mother domain. In subsequent time steps, they
re positioned appropriately by the force field.
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i
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.2. Simulation parameters and model details

To test the free energy-driven string model, parameter values
ere chosen based on available experimental data. In a culture
edium of fixed nutrition level, E. coli elongates with fixed
idth (Marr et al., 1966). In our numerical simulations, we used
= 0.5 �m as the cell radius and elongated H from 2.0 �m to

.0 �m in one cell cycle. The elongation rate of cell membrane
as kept constant at 0.025 �m min−1. A slow growth condition
as used to simplify the model (i.e. only one initiation of repli-

ation occurs per cell cycle). The cell doubling time was taken
o be 80 min: 20 min before initiation of chromosome replica-
ion, 40 min between initiation and completion of chromosome
eplication, and 20 min for post preparation of segregation and
ivision.

The E. coli chromosome consists of 4.6 million base pairs
nd is compacted into a circular ring of topological domains.
ecent studies of florescent tracking of loci movement show that

oci ∼200 kbp apart can occupy separate positions in the cell
nd segregate independently (Viollier et al., 2004; Fekete and
hattoraj, 2005). Thus we used 22 locally compacted domains

n our simulations to represent a complete chromosome. The
verage size of a domain is 210 kbp.

The stretching rigidity of DNA has been actively studied
ver the past decade (Bustamante et al., 2003). The physical
roperties of a DNA strand can be approximated using a worm-
ike chain (WLC) model. However, the detailed configuration of
NA that links two domains is still unresolved. We assume the

tretching rigidity could be approximated as kBT/A, where kB
s Boltzmann’s constant, T is absolute temperature and A is the
exural persistence length (Bustamante et al., 2003). We used a
tretching rigidity of ks = 60 kBT �m−2 (Munkel and Langowski,
998) and an equilibrium link distance of d0 = 0.1 �m in our
imulation as a rough estimate (van den Engh et al., 1992).
n the unwounding state, the stretching rigidity is weakened to
.06 kBT �m−2. We used an angle of 70◦ as the equilibrium har-
onic bending angle since protein FIS in E. coli bends DNA
ith an angle between 50◦ and 90◦ upon binding (Altuvia et

l., 1994; Stavans and Oppenheim, 2006). The bending rigidity
as approximated as kb = 0.75 kBT. The cut-off distance of the
olume exclusive effect was taken to be rc = 0.4 �m and the vol-
me exclusive coefficient is ke = 1.5 kBT. We used a membrane
ressure force coefficient of km = 0.05 kBT �m and a friction
oefficient of kf = 35 kBT �m−2 s. The amplitude of the random
orce was taken to be kr = 0.001 kBT �m−1.

With the above six force fields (stretching, bending, volume
xclusion, membrane pressure, friction and fluctuation), we sim-
lated E. coli self-organized chromosomal structural segregation
ver one cell cycle. The forces are all essential as any subset of
hem alone cannot reproduce the segregation correctly. With-
ut the stretching force, chromosome domains are disconnected
nd become scattered across the cell. Without the bending force,
tructural details of angles between nearby domains are missed

nd the segregated chromosomes cannot maintain correct loci
onfigurations (i.e. a mother chromosome with the ori region in
ts center may produce daughters with the ori regions close to
he poles). Without the volume exclusion force, chromosomes
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ecome so entangled that they cannot segregate. Membrane
ressure keeps chromosomes inside the cell and helps segre-
ate daughter chromosomes further apart and tends to retain
tructural loci configuration. Without the friction force, domains
scillate in large amplitude around their equilibrium positions
nd the system is highly unstable. Without the random force, the
ystem may be locked up in unstable states or local minima.

. Results and discussion

The simulation was started at the equilibrium configurations
nd such that the ori and ter domains are close to the cell center,
hile the left and right arms of the chromosome resided in the

wo cell halves (Nielsen et al., 2006a,b). Simulated chromoso-
al structures at various stages of the cell cycle are shown in
ig. 3. During the first 20 min there was only one chromosome.
t the 20th min the ori domain was unwound and replication
as initiated. Once the ori domain was replicated, two daughter
ri domains were formed by DNA recompaction near the posi-
ion of the mother domain was located. Over the next 40 min,
omains in the mother chromosome were replicated sequentially
nd bidirectionally until all domains were replicated. In the last
0 min, the daughter chromosomes were physically unconnected
nd separated. Before the final septum formed at the cell equa-
or, the two chromosomes created a low concentration area of
ucleoid in the mid-cell which is noted as one of the indepen-
ent forces to position the cell division plane (Sun and Margolin,
001).

To track the positions of the ori domains during replication-
egregation, we colored the ori domains in green in Fig. 3. Before
nitiation of replication, there was only one ori domain close to
he middle of the cell. Then the mother ori domain was replicated
nto two daughter ori domains. As replication continued, the two
aughter ori domains moved apart toward opposite poles. After
ompletion of replication, the two ori domains relocated to the
iddle of the two daughter chromosomes. The ter domain was

eplicated after the ori domains had been fully apart. The loca-
ions of the ori and ter domains during the cell cycle are shown in
ig. 4. The daughter chromosomes migrated to the left and right
ell halves as they reorganized into their final configurations.
t the end of replication-segregation, topology of chromosomal

tructures was faithfully inherited from the mother cell into the
ew generation.

Hansen and colleagues used a fine-tuned GFP-parB/parS sys-
em to label the loci and recorded their positions over a cell cycle
Nielsen et al., 2006a). Our simulation reproduced many of their
bservations. For example, they reported that the ori region seg-
egation displays a noticeable delay after replication. We predict
similar phenomenon wherein the ori domains tend to be co-

ocalized longer than the other domains after they are replicated
Fig. 4). This is due to the closeness of the left and right neigh-
ors of the ori domain when the ori domain was being replicated.
ince both of the replicated ori regions are connected to the same

eighbor domains transiently, they are tied to a position close to
ach other for a small period. However, when the ter domain was
eplicated, the left and right domains were on different daugh-
ers. Hence the two newly replicated ter domains moved quickly

t
s
W
b

re domains that contain the ori region. Purple beads are domains undergoing
eplication. Red beads are domains of mother chromosome. Cyan and blue beads
re domains of the two daughter chromosomes.

part to their respective daughter chromosomes. The separation
peed of ter domains was faster than that of ori domains. Posi-
ions of selected domains containing the loci studied by Hansen
nd colleagues are plotted in Fig. 5. The overall behavior of our
imulated loci migration is similar to their observations. The
ri domains separate near the cell center and they move slowly
utward until they reach the cell quarter positions. Intermediate
oci are segregated from positions that are away from the cen-

er. However, the segregation of some early replicated domains
eems faster in Hansen’s chart than those in our simulated results.
e believe that it is because foci close to each other may not

e identifiable as distinct spots in experimental measurements.
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Fig. 4. Location of the ori and ter regions over an E. coli cell cycle. The two
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Fig. 6. Migration of loci in the left and right chromosome arms and the center.
The single E. coli chromosome is organized with the left and right chro-
mosome arms in separate cell halves. After replication and segregation, the
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egions are located near the middle of the cell before initiation of replication.
fter replication, the two regions move toward the two opposite poles and finally

ocalize near the quarter-cell positions.

nly foci that are apart far enough were reported as separated
pots in Hansen’s chart. Also since cells may not initiate repli-
ation exactly at the same cell length, the mapping from cell
ength to cell cycle time in the experimental chart introduced
rrors (Nielsen et al., 2006a). During the structural reorganiza-
ion process, locations of domains fluctuated in the space and

ay have fast movement. The speed of loci movement usually
aximizes right after their replication. The maximum speed of

omain movement in our simulation is about 0.6 �m min−1. As
aximum chromosome foci movement has been observed to be

.5 �m in a matter of seconds (Nielsen et al., 2006a) and many
oci can move 1 �m apart in 2 min right after their replication
Viollier et al., 2004), our speed of loci movement is reasonable.

Sherratt and coworkers monitored the position of the ter

egion in a population of cells that had duplicated the ter region
nd were approaching cell division (Wang et al., 2005). They
eported that 97% of sister nucleoids pairs exhibited asymmet-

ig. 5. Predicted migration of loci in a cell cycle. The loci picked are from
he work of Hansen and colleagues (Nielsen et al., 2006a). Loci positions are
alculated from the distance to the nearest pole as Hansen et al. prepared their
xperimental chart.
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elative position of individual chromosome loci is preserved. The cell exhibits
“left-right-left-right” pattern before cell division which is in agreement with
bservations.

ic segregation in E. coli. Furthermore, in filamental cells that
ontain four or eight nucleoids, the majority of them had the
symmetric pattern polarized throughout the filament. In a cell
ust prior to division, the arrangement of left and right arms of
hromosome is “left-right-septum-left-right” and in a filamen-
al cell is “left-right-left-right-left-right-left-right . . .”. We ran a
imulation with initial configuration of the left and right chro-
osome arms in the left and right cell halves as observed in

he experiments (Nielsen et al., 2006b). The simulated migra-
ion paths of 5 individual loci along the chromosome, 2 left arm
oci (64.1′ and 74.1′), 2 right arm loci (92.5′ and 3.8′) and the

id-cell ori loci (84.3′), are shown in Fig. 6. At the end of the
eplication-segregation, the spatial configuration of chromoso-
al loci is the same as the mother chromosome. The E. coli

ell before division exhibited a “left-right-left-right” polarized
symmetric pattern which is in agreement with experimental
bservations.

Earlier studies of chromosomal loci positions proposed that
he ori and ter regions are located near the two opposite poles
f E. coli in newly divided cells. Before the initiation of replica-
ion, the ori and ter regions move to mid-cell. After replication,
he ori and ter regions move back to the poles (Niki and Hiraga,
998; Niki et al., 2000; Bates and Kleckner, 2005). However, in
ecent studies it is proposed that the ori and ter regions remain
ear the center of the cell before replication and move to quar-
er positions after replication (Wang et al., 2005; Nielsen et al.,
006a,b). We adopted the most recent findings so that the ori
nd ter domains were located near cell center while the left
nd right arms were placed in the two cell halves before the
nitiation of replication. We also tested the initial configuration
ith the ori and ter domains close to cell poles. The simulated
esults with polar positioned ori and ter domains showed that
he chromosomes can segregate but the loci migration path does
ot agree with experimental E. coli observations (Nielsen et al.,
006a). After the ori domain has been replicated at the pole,
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Fig. 7. Simulated E. coli chromosome structure with double number of domains
representing a chromosome (each domain size is half of the normal). The chro-
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Fig. 8. Simulated results of E. coli chromosome structure with decreased mem-
brane pressure coefficient (10-fold smaller and 100-fold smaller). Chromosomes
become wider in the radial direction of the cell and both cells cannot segregate
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osomes are entangled and therefore cannot segregate readily. Shown is the
onfiguration just before division. Here green beads are domains containing ori
egion. The two daughter chromosomes are colored in cyan and blue.

ne newly replicated ori domain moved toward cell center and
tayed there after replication has finished. The other ori domain
emained at the original pole during the whole process. When
he ter domain was replicated at its original pole, one newly
eplicated ter domain moved quickly to the cell center while
he other remained at the pole. The orientation of chromosomal
tructures was thus preserved after replication. In C. crescen-
us, the ori and ter domains are at two poles before replication
nitiation. But after the ori domain is replicated, one newly repli-
ated ori domain moves rapidly to the opposite pole and stays
here (Jensen et al., 2001; Viollier et al., 2004; Thanbichler et
l., 2005). Just before cell division, the chromosomes exhibit a
ori-ter-septum-ter-ori” configuration. It is proposed that some
olar localizing proteins may function in C. crescentus to tether
he ori regions to both poles (Mohl and Gober, 1997; Jacobs et
l., 1999).

Sufficient compaction of chromosome plays an important
ole in chromosome segregation. The E. coli DNA is compacted
y supercoiling (DNA gyrase), small nucleoid-associated pro-
eins (H-NS, HU, etc.) and SMC-like complexes (MukBEF). The
U and H-NS are histone-like proteins that assemble DNA into
ucleoprotein complexes. Certain mutations in the genes encod-
ng HU and H-NS cause nucleoids partition defects (Huisman
t al., 1989; Dri et al., 1991; Kaidow et al., 1995). Mutations
n mukB of E. coli result in chromosome decompaction and
rregular distribution of nucleoids along an elongated cell (Niki
t al., 1991, 1992). To test whether chromosome compaction
s a requirement for segregation, we constructed a model with
wice as many domains representing a chromosome (the size
f each distinct domain is half of the normal). As shown in
ig. 7, our result shows the two daughter chromosomes remain
ntangled together after replication. There is no nucleoid-empty
rea at mid-cell. Hence, the E. coli chromosomes cannot form
preferred cell division plane at mid-cell. This will generate
nucleoid cells or elongated (filamental) cells without divi-

ion. The prediction is consistent with observations on cells
ith mutant compaction genes (Huisman et al., 1989; Dri et

l., 1991; Niki et al., 1991, 1992; Kaidow et al., 1995). How-
ver, by compacting DNA into fewer domains (increase domain
ize while keeping all the other parameters same), our model
hows that chromosomes can segregate successfully. It can leave
xcessive nucleoid empty areas around the mid-cell and in the

wo poles. Furthermore, the two daughter chromosomes may
ot precisely be located at the quarter-cell positions after seg-
egation (one is close to the middle while the other is in the
uarter).

a
c
c

n agreement with observations. Here green beads are domains that contains ori
egion. The rest of the domains of two daughter chromosomes are colored in
yan and blue, respectively.

Recent studies show that cell shape-determining protein
reB plays an important role in chromosome segregation (Kruse

t al., 2003, 2005; Figge et al., 2004). The E. coli cell membrane
mposes high pressure on chromosomes inside the cell (Odijk,
000). If the membrane is lysed, DNA can “explode” out of the
ell (Odijk, 2000) with a liberated volume of 100-fold (Cunha et
l., 2005). The MreB protein of E. coli forms helical filaments
eneath the cell surface and maintains the cell in a rod-shape
Kruse et al., 2003). Depletion of MreB results in spherical or
nlarged cells and unsuccessful segregations (Kruse et al., 2003).
hus we hypothesize that a decrease in cell membrane pressure
ight cause the segregation defects in MreB depleted cells. We

imulated a 10-fold smaller membrane pressure coefficient case
ith the same cell size in our model. The simulated chromosome

tructures before cell division are shown in Fig. 8. As membrane
ressure decreases, the chromosomes become wider in the radial
irection of the cell. The spatial configuration of each chromo-
ome tends to be circular and the chromosomes movement space
s enlarged. These results indicate a random localization of ori
egions is more likely in the MreB depleted daughter cells than
n the wild-type cells. The simulated results also indicate the
wo daughter chromosomes cannot segregate as observed exper-
mentally. When the membrane pressure coefficient was further
ecreased to 100-fold, the two daughter chromosomes stayed
ide by side in parallel (Fig. 8). The pair up of daughter chro-
osomes is observed in rich medium of MreB depleted cells

Kruse et al., 2003). We also simulated a situation of 10-fold
arger membrane pressure coefficient in our model. The sim-
lation results showed that domains became clustered toward
he cell center but segregation was successfully accomplished;
n agreement with observations that over expression of wild-
ype MreB does not perturb chromosome segregation (Kruse et
l., 2003). However, with a 100-fold larger membrane pressure
oefficient, chromosomes failed to segregate as the pressure is
oo large.

. Conclusion
A free energy-driven chromosome structural optimization
pproach that simulats the E. coli replication-segregation cell
ycle is presented. The model uses a string of topologically
ompacted domains to represent the chromosome structure. The
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ovement of individual domains is guided by a force field
ccounting for stretching, bending, volume exclusion, mem-
rane pressure, friction, and random fluctuations. The elongation
f cell membrane and sequential replication of domains are
ccounted for in the model. Migration of individual loci sim-
lated in our model agrees well with experimental observations.
he simulated results indicate E. coli chromosomes may segre-
ate without external help if chromosomes are well compacted
nto topological domains. It is also noticed that membrane pres-
ure plays an important role in maintaining faithful heritage of
oci positions as of perturbation of the shape-determining protein

reB.
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